Epoxy Kitchen Countertop and
Bar Top
The best epoxy team offering a brand new service – beautiful
epoxy coating for your kitchen countertop and bar top. Be
amazed and check our works out.

As the say goes, life happens in the kitchen.

Epoxy Kitchen Countertop and Bar
Top Gallery
Check out these photos from our completed projects.

A kitchen is that one place in a house where life begins, love
grows, and happiness happens through food. Every day, families
gather in the kitchen either to wind down the evening, start
their day, or cook. These moments are filled with lots of
laughter, abundance of happiness with tons and tons of love.
To maintain the joyous environment the Kitchen must appear
beautiful as well. One way to make your kitchen appear

welcoming
bench, and
modernize
your house

is by epoxy coating the kitchen tile floor, sink
countertop and bar top . We can also transform and
your kitchens cabinet and cabinet doors to match
paint saving you thousands of dollars.

Epoxy Flooring Brisbane is one name you should remember for
all your epoxy need. Our fully licensed team is professional,
knowledgeable, and skilled in epoxy installation, resurfacing,
resin coating, and excellent painting service for all our
Commercial, Residential, and Industrial clients.

We will epoxy coat your kitchen countertop, repair all cracks,
resurface, seal and paint. Epoxy Flooring Brisbane can create
many different types of designs. From marble finish to flake,
from plain to granite finish. From copper finish to plain
finish or swirling metallic designs, we can do them all.

From multimillion-dollar clients to residential clients, we
are happy to help anyone that contacts us. We at Epoxy
Flooring Brisbane will help you to create unique designer
effects and styles. By using the top-rated materials, we
ensure that we provide clients with the best quality top-rated
service.

So why Epoxy for your kitchen

Do you want to give your kitchen the long-waited
transformation it deserves? Does your kitchen countertop and
bar top need a new epoxy coat? Have you thought about Epoxy
coating? If yes, then you are on the right track. Epoxy coated
kitchen countertops are getting popular every day.

By spending a fraction for your Kitchen
transformation,
Cost of plumbing can be saved
Cost of an electrician for disconnection and connection
of appliance is also saved
Skip bin hiring cost for rubbish removal can also be
eliminated
Looking and choosing benchtop with limited colours saves
time
Mess and dust-free inside the kitchen
Save time in redesigning

Save you renovation money
Unique look
Durable kitchen counter and sink bench

Other benefits to
kitchen countertop

Epoxy

Coat

your

Epoxy coated countertops or sink benches are,

Easy to maintain
Easy to clean
Save maintenance cost
Scratch resistance
Chip resistance
Heat resistance

Process for epoxy coating your
kitchen countertop / bar top /
benchtop / sink bench

The epoxy coating countertop installation process is unique.
Epoxy resin is directly poured on your existing countertop.
Based on your request, design and colour are then created.
Epoxy kitchen countertop installation process only takes less
than two days however can change based on your other request.

Your kitchen will be ready to be used on the third day.

Pricing

Epoxy Flooring Brisbane provides free quotes to all its
clients and has no hidden fees. Our policy is no project is a
small project and work around the clock to meet the client’s
needs.

Requirements

There are few requirements to be met once any project is
approved to proceed. We prefer the project area is cleared,
cleaned free from debris. Cars and traffic to be removed to
ease work. Our staff also work around the clock to get any
project completed making the garage available for our clients
at the earliest.

Warranty

A one-year workmanship warranty is given against peeling and
delamination. Moisture related and negligent issues are not
covered by warranty. A manufacturer certificate could be
offered if it has been mentioned before the start as the
manufacture representative has to assess the project to be
able to issue the necessary certification. We do not offer a
warranty for substrate failure such as cracking od floors,
shifting, or crumbling of the concrete.

Occupational health and safety

As part of our commitment to achieving the principles of
health and safety in the workplace, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane,
recognizes its moral and legal responsibility to provide a
safe and healthy work environment for its employees,
contractors, customers, and visitors. This commitment also
extends to ensuring that our operations do not place the local
community or environment at risk of injury, illness, or
damage. Furthermore, we also declare a no-smoking zone due to
the material used.

So, if your kitchen countertop needs a new look, or your
kitchen tile floor needs a fresh appearance. Do you have an
Industrial or Commercial reception area that needs a makeup,
or if your flooring project requires attention? Or you might
need some advice, contact Epoxy Flooring Brisbane, the
country’s leading resin flooring experts, and our hard-working
team can help you get an amazing result. We will ensure that

your project will be completed on time, will be of the highest
standard, enquire now with Darius Soltani.

So do want to stand on the best floor and know what you want.
Call us on 1300 321433 or +61 424436640.

Email us on info@epoxybrisbane.com.au.

go to our contact us page or chat live with Darius and he will
be happy to help you with all your flooring needs.

We promise you that we will improve the appearance of your
floor and increase its lifespan. We will involve you at every
step to ensure that you get what you want.

From being Eco friendly, we prioritize on hygiene.

